
Usage: 
Designed for old FBS2 systems, covers all ECU’s with fixed ECU password (MAC). Later systems where

authorization is via HASH value are not covered.  Methods of alignment - 
 you can store ECU password (MAC) into emulator,
 you can make ECU virgin and align it using DAS.

Configuration using MBcan:
 JMP-1 and JMP-2 must be both shorted for configuration,
 Power emulator from 12v power source, attach MBcan hardware, launch CONFIGURATOR software.
 Enter and store MAC (4 bytes) . If write is successful, LED on emulator board goes ON for about 1 second 

(long blink) – SYNC is accepted and stored. 
 Place solder joints according to desired CAN speed. Emulator is ready for installation now.

How to store SYNC using CAN logger:
 To store SYNC must send one CAN frame, ID = 0x555, DLC = 8, 11-bit identifier.  DATA must consist of

4 bytes MAC and 4 bytes inverted MAC (use Windows calculator!). Examples:
0x555 8 00 00 00 00 FF FF FF FF - MAC = 00000000, inverted MAC = FFFFFFFF. 
0x555 8 1B 55 86 C8 E4 AA 79 37 - MAC = 1B5586C8, inverted MAC = E4AA7937.

 Response from emulator looks similar, must see  same data with ID 0x556 - 
0x556 8 1B 55 86 C8 00 00 00 00 - MAC = 1B5586C8

Actual MAC returned. If MAC match, SYNC is stored successfully.
 You can request actual MAC from emulator, must send empty frame:

0x555 8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
Emulator will respond as above, ID 0x556 with actual MAC. 

Installation:
Attach 4 wires according to workshop manuals / wiring diagrams: +12v IGN, GND and CAN Hi and Lo.  
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Jumper (solder joint) settings:

JMP-1 and JMP-2 accordingly:
   open / open: 500 kb
   short / open: 250 kb
   open / short: 125 kb
   short / short: 500 kb with CONFIG enabled

JMP-3: is not used.

LED blink patterns:
*0000000 - 1x blink, 7x pause: emulator is ready to communicate with ECU
*0*00000 - code from ECU received, response transmitted
******** - LED permanently on: ECU accept, ready to start.
*0*0*0*0 - response not accepted by ECU, not ready to start (wrong MAC ?)


